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Abstract: Comprehensive evaluation of forest state is the precondition and critical step for forest
management. To solve the problem that the radar plot and unit circle only focus on the value of each
the evaluation index, this paper proposes a novel method for comprehensively and simultaneously
evaluating the functionality and inhomogeneity of forest state based on the modified unit circle
method. We evaluated the forest state of the Quercus aliena BL. var. acuteserrata Maxim. ex Wenz.
broad-leaved mixed forest in the Xiaolong Mountains Forest Area of Gansu Province and the Pinus
koraiensis Sieb. et Zucc. broad-leaved mixed forest in Jilin Province in China. According to the
principle of comprehensive, scientific and operability, 10 evaluation indices on forest structure and
vitality were selected to construct the evaluation indicator system. Each index was normalized based
on the assignment method and ensured to be strictly positive based on reciprocal transformation
method. The areas and arc length of the closed graph, formed by connecting every two adjacent
indicators, in the radar plot and unit circle were extracted. Based on the isoperimetric theorem
(isoperimetric inequality), a comprehensive evaluation model was constructed. Compared with radar
chart and unit circle method, each index in the newly proposed unit circle method is represented
by an independent sector region, reflecting the contribution of the index to the overall evaluation
result. Each index has the same relative importance weight, contributing to the estimation the
relative sizes of each aspect of forest state. The unique area and arc length of the closed graph help
summarize the overall performance with a global score. The expression effect of improved unit
circle has been enhanced, and as an English proverb put it, “A picture is worth a thousand words.”
The new proposed method simultaneously evaluates the functionality and inhomogeneity of the
forest state and it is a powerful tool for the diagnosis of forest state problems and the decision-making
of forest management.

Keywords: radar plot; unit circle; functionality; inhomogeneity; forest state;
comprehensive evaluation

1. Introduction

Forest state is the state and properties of a stand of trees in natural habitats [1]. It is the specific
expression of forest condition at present and the basic of the growth potential and development
direction in the future. Forest state is directly related to the necessity and urgency of forest management.
Forest state evaluation is the precondition of forest management activities, the core task of evaluation
and decision-making are the “measures” and “choice”, respectively [2]. Therefore, constructing a
scientific index system and choosing a reasonable method for evaluation are the key prerequisite
factors to compare different forest states and establish supporting management measures. Many
researches have been completed based on forest state characteristics, for example, the method of forest
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experimental design [3], the method of forest naturalness assessment [4], the π value rule of forest
optimal stand state [1] and the priority of management measures for natural forests [5]. In the past, the
description of forest state was simply expressed in words and tables [6], leading to the phenomenon
of “data rich but information poor” [7], demonstrating the need for objective, concise and effective
evaluation of the forest state, and multi-dimensional evaluation information should be intuitively
displayed in a simple and practical form.

Comprehensive evaluation, referring to making global and integrality description of multiple
attribute evaluation object, should not only consider the functionality of evaluation indicators, that is,
the value of each evaluation index but also the inhomogeneity among the evaluation indicators by
emphasizing the inhomogeneity of evaluation indices [8]. Of the various comprehensive evaluation
methods, radar graph analysis method is a visualized multi-attribute comprehensive evaluation
method that intuitively displays the relative superiority of the evaluation object in various indicators
and make overall evaluation at the same time. It has the characteristics of simplicity, intuition, and
strong operability [9–12], and has been widely used in forestry and environment studies [5,13–21].
However, the radar plot used in these studies has one fatal defect—the non-uniqueness of feature
vector area and perimeter caused by different ranking order of evaluation indicators [12]. Hui et al. [1]
adopted the index ranking method to obtain a relatively unique area eigenvalue, and proposed unit
circle method to evaluate the natural forest state using the overall area of the closed graph in unit
circle. The radar plot and unit circle method only focus on the final score of different evaluation objects
and do not reflect the inhomogeneity among the attributes of these objects.

According to the Leaky Bucket Theory and Liebig’s Law of the Minimum [22], that is,
the performance of an evaluation system mainly depends on its minimum index value. If the indicators
of two evaluation objects take values of (1, 2, 3) and (2, 2, 2), then the former object has a relatively
weaker score than the latter although they have the same total scores [23]. Thus, the quantitative
inhomogeneity among multiple attributes of evaluation objects can influence the overall assessment of
the study subjects [23]. The radar plot and unit circle method calculate the area characteristics value
according to every two adjacent indices, ignoring the independence of the individual indicators and
its contribution to the overall. In either method, the value of an index, especially if it equals to zero,
has a considerable influence on the overall result and the final results only highlight the functionality
of the evaluation system. These shortcuts may lead to the unbalance development [8], instead of the
comprehensive and sustainable development.

This article takes as examples a forest state evaluation of the Quercus aliena BL. var. acuteserrata
Maxim. ex Wenz. broad-leaved mixed forest in the Xiaolong Mountains Forest Region of Gansu
Province and the P. koraiensis Sieb. et Zucc. broad-leaved mixed forest in Jilin Province in China.
The objectives of this article were: (1) to propose a new comprehensive evaluation method to analyze
the functionality and inhomogeneity of forest state simultaneously; (2) to verify the effectiveness
and superiority of the newly proposed methods by comparative analysis with the radar plot, unit
circle, and modified unit circle; and (3) to explore the potential problems of the forest state and the
implication for the decision-making of forest management.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Region and Sampling Plot

2.1.1. Study Region

Xiaolong Mountains Forest Region (104◦22′–106◦43′ E, 33◦30′–34◦49′ N) is located in the southeast
of Gansu province and western part of Qinling mountains (Figure 1a). It is a transitional zone
from warm temperate to a northern subtropical climate, with climate characteristics of both north
and south China. Most areas experience warm humid–temperate semi humid continental monsoon
climate. The altitude is between 1000 m and 2000 m a.s.l. (above sea level), and the annual average
temperature is 7–12 ◦C. The annual mean precipitation is 600–900 mm, and the annual sunshine hours
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are 1520–2313. The forest soil is mainly mountain brown soil and cinnamon soil with a 30–60 cm
depth and 5–7.5 pH. The region is intersected by four natural vegetation zones (North China, Central
China, Himalayas and Inner Mongolia-Xinjiang region, respectively), and has complex and diverse
geographical composition of plant flora. The main forest types below the altitude of 2200 m are
Q. aliena var. acuteserrata and Q. wutaishanica Mayr natural forest, associated with Pinus armandii
Franch., Pinus tabulaeformis Carr., Populus davidiana Dode, Toxicodendron vernicifluum (Stokes) F.A.
Barkley, Lespedeza formosa (Vog.) Koehne, Elaeagnus pungens Thunb., and Euonymus alatus (Thunb.)
Sieb. Therefore, pine-oak mixed forest is the climax zonal community in the Xiaolong Mountains
Forest Region [4,24]. Jiaohe Experimental Region (127◦35′–127◦51′ E, 43◦51′–44◦05′ N) is located
in the east of Jilin Province (Figure 1b), in the branch of Zhangguangcai Ridge, belonging to the
Changbai Mountains system. This region is temperate continental monsoon mountain climate, and
its altitude is below 800 m a.s.l. The annual average temperature is 3.5 ◦C, and the average annual
precipitation is between 700 and 800 mm. The dark brown soil is most widely distributed in this forest
region. The vegetation in this area belongs to P. koraiensis-Abies holophylla Maxim. mixed forest zones in
Changbai Mountain area, belonging to the temperate broadleaf-conifer mixed forests regions. The main
tree species are P. koraiensis, Abies holophylla, Fraxinus mandschurica Rupr., Juglans mandshurica Maxim.,
and Acer mono Maxim. The main shrub species are Lespedeza bicolor Turcz., and Acanthopanax senticosus
(Rupr. Maxim.) Harms. The P. koraiensis broad-leaved mixed forest is a zonal climax community in the
eastern mountainous area of the northeast in China.
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Figure 1. The plot (red triangles) of (a) Quercus aliena BL. var. acuteserrata Maxim. ex Wenz. mixed 
forest is located in Southeast Tianshui City in Gansu Province (GS), and that of (b) Pinus koraiensis 
Sieb. et Zucc. broad-leaved mixed forest is located in Eastern Jilin City in Jilin Province (JL), China. 

2.1.2. Sample Plot Investigation 

The sample plots of Q. aliena var. acuteserrata mixed forest (Stands (1) and (2)) is located in the 
57th compartment of Baihua Forest Farm in Xiaolong Mountains Forest Region, and the size of both 
plots were 70 × 70 m. The P. koraiensis broad-leaved mixed forest (Stands (3) and (4))is located in the 
54th and 52nd compartments of the Dongdabo management district of Jiaohe Forestry 
Administration in Jilin Province, and their size were both 100 m × 100 m. Each tree in the sample plot 
with diameter at breast height (DBH) ≥5 cm was located using the TOPCON-GTS-602AF Total Station 
Instrument (TOPCOM (Beijing) Technology Development Ltd, Beijing, China). The Cartesian 
coordinates, tree species, DBH, tree height, crown diameter, and canopy density were investigated 
and calculated. In order to avoid the edge effect when calculating structural parameters, 5-m buffer 
zone was set around the sample plot. The trees in the buffer zone were only used as adjacent trees, 
and the trees in the core area were used both as reference trees and adjacent trees [25]. A basic 
overview of the sample plots was shown in Table 1. 
  

Figure 1. The plot (red triangles) of (a) Quercus aliena BL. var. acuteserrata Maxim. ex Wenz. mixed
forest is located in Southeast Tianshui City in Gansu Province (GS), and that of (b) Pinus koraiensis Sieb.
et Zucc. broad-leaved mixed forest is located in Eastern Jilin City in Jilin Province (JL), China.

2.1.2. Sample Plot Investigation

The sample plots of Q. aliena var. acuteserrata mixed forest (Stands (1) and (2)) is located in the
57th compartment of Baihua Forest Farm in Xiaolong Mountains Forest Region, and the size of both
plots were 70 × 70 m. The P. koraiensis broad-leaved mixed forest (Stands (3) and (4))is located in the
54th and 52nd compartments of the Dongdabo management district of Jiaohe Forestry Administration
in Jilin Province, and their size were both 100 × 100 m. Each tree in the sample plot with diameter
at breast height (DBH) ≥5 cm was located using the TOPCON-GTS-602AF Total Station Instrument
(TOPCOM (Beijing) Technology Development Ltd, Beijing, China). The Cartesian coordinates, tree
species, DBH, tree height, crown diameter, and canopy density were investigated and calculated.
In order to avoid the edge effect when calculating structural parameters, 5-m buffer zone was set
around the sample plot. The trees in the buffer zone were only used as adjacent trees, and the trees in
the core area were used both as reference trees and adjacent trees [25]. A basic overview of the sample
plots was shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Overview of survey sample plot details.

Stand Forest Type Plot Size
(m2)

Species
No.

Slope
Gradient

(◦)

Slope
Aspect

Altitude
(m)

Basal
Area

(m2·ha−1)

Mean
DBH
(cm)

Density
(N·ha−1)

(1) Q. aliena var.
acuteserrata mixed

forest

70 × 70 33 12 NW 1720 27.9 19.5 933

(2) 70 × 70 35 12 NW 1700 25.3 19.6 842

(3) P. koraiensis
broad-leaved
mixed forest

100 × 100 20 17 NW 660 31.3 18.1 1186

(4) 100 × 100 22 8 NW 600 31.9 22.1 800

DBH is diameter at breast height.

2.2. Evaluation Index System

Different forest stands have differences in forest density, height, size, tree species, and health
status. This is not only an intuitive understanding of forest appearance but also a cognition of
natural attributes, such as forest structure and vitality. The principles selected for the index are as
follows: (1) comprehensive—the selected indices should reflect all aspects of the evaluated objective;
(2) scientific—the index system should be scientific, reasonable and accurate in the aspects of element
composition, structural framework, and calculation method; and (3) measurability—each index should
be operable, and its relevant data could be collected in a timely manner. The alternative indicators and
methods should be reasonable to replace the unachievable indices.

In order to build the evaluation index system of forest state [1], 10 indices were selected, 6 from
the forest structural point of view B1 (vertical structure C1, horizontal structure C2, DBH distribution
structure C3, tree species diversity C4, species composition C5, and stand density C6) and 4 indices
regarding forest vigor B2 (forest growth status C7, climax species competition C8, forest generation
C9, and tree health C10) (Figure 2). There was no prior information about the weights Hui et al. [1]
placed on the 10 primary attributes. For this reason, the analysis was based on the hypothetical
attribute-weighting schemes, that is, each primary attribute was assigned equal weight and was
assumed no specific interactions occur between sets of indices.
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number is 3, meaning it is a multi- storey forest and is assigned a value of 1. If the proportion of tree 

Figure 2. The evaluation index system of forest state.

The forest vertical structure (C1) is expressed by forest storeys. Referring to the forest vertical
stratification standard of the International Union of Forest Research Organizations (IUFRO), the forest
storeys can be divided into 3 vertical storeys according to the dominant height. If trees with height
≥2/3 dominant height, they are overstorey trees, if trees with height ≤1/3 dominant height, they are
understorey trees, and if trees height are between 1/3 and 2/3, they belong to the middle storey [26].
If the number of trees of each forest storey is greater than or equal to 10%, the forest storey number is
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3, meaning it is a multi- storey forest and is assigned a value of 1. If the proportion of tree number in
two of the forest storeys is greater than or equal to 10%, the number of forest storeys is 2, meaning it is
a multiple storeyed forest and is assigned the value 0.5. If the proportion of trees with only 1 storey is
greater than 10%, the number of forest storey is 1, meaning it is a single storey forest, and is assigned a
value of 0 [1].

The forest horizontal structure (C2) is analyzed by uniform angle index (Wi) [27]. Wi describes the
degree of regularity in the spatial distribution of four trees that are nearest to a reference tree i, defined
as the proportion of the angles α between two adjacent neighbors that are smaller than the standard
angle α0 (72◦). The distribution pattern is random distribution if the mean values of W belonging to
the confidence interval (0.475, 0.517), otherwise, the pattern is classified as clumped (W > 0.517) or
regular (W < 0.475). The random, clumped and regular distribution are assigned the value 1, 0.5 and 0,
respectively [1].

Wi =
1
4

n

∑
j = 1

zij, zij =


1, if the angle α between two adjacent neighbours

is smaller than the standard angle α0 (72◦)
0, othersize

(1)

The DBH distribution structure (C3) is commonly used to analyze the population structure and
dynamics instead of age structure [28]. The DBH distribution structure with inverted “J” shape reflects
the age structure characteristics of uneven-aged forest (selection forest) [24,29], and it is assigned the
value 1. When a diameter distribution curve diverts from the regular inversed J shape and presents
two or more modals (bimodal, multimodal) then this means that the forest is not an incomplete uneven
aged but rather an irregular selection forest or a group selection forest with two or three age classes,
and it is assigned 0.5. The unimodal DBH distribution means one storey even aged forest, and it is
assigned 0.

The tree species diversity (C4) is expressed by the mean value of modified species mingling [30].
The calculating formula is

M′ =
1

5N ∑
(

Min′i
)

(2)

Mi =
1
4

n

∑
j = 1

vij, vij =

{
1, if neighbour j is same species as reference tree i

0, othersize
(3)

where N is the number of trees in forest; mingling (Mi) is used to express the segregation of different
species in mixed forest, defined as the proportion of the four nearest neighbors that are a different
species from the reference tree [31]; n′i is tree species number in structural unit in the structure unit in
which the ith tree serves as the reference tree. The value of M′ is between (0, 1), the bigger the value,
the higher the mingling degree is.

The tree species composition (C5) is calculated according to the relative basal area (RBA) (RBA =
BA of speciesi/ ∑ BA of all species)×100 [32]. If the number of tree species with basal area accounting
for more than 10% is greater than or equals to 3, it is the multiple dominant tree species mixed forest
and it is assigned a value of 1. If the number is 2, it is the mixed forest and is assigned a value of 0.5.
If the number is smaller than 2, it is pure forest and is assigned a value of 0.

The stand density (C6) is described by the forest crowding degree (K) [33]. K is calculated based
on the forest mean crown width of trees (CW), which directly reflects the forest area of photosynthesis
and mean tree distance among trees (L), which reflects the possibility of forest maximum spatial utility.
The formula is

K =
L

CW
=
√

10000/D/CW (4)

where stem density D is the number of stems per hectare (N·ha−1). If the forest crowding K > 1,
this indicates that there are gaps in the canopy, and the vertical projection of the canopy is not fully
covering the forest land, meaning the trees are not crowded. K = 1 indicates that tree crown contact
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has just occurred between trees. K < 1 indicates that the trees are too dense. The smaller the K value,
the more crowded the forest is. A reasonable interval of K value is between 0.9 and 1.1 and is assigned
a value of 1. The stand density is relatively crowded when the K value is between 0.7 and 0. 9, and
relatively sparse when the K value is between 1.1 and 1.3 and is assigned the value 0.5 for both cases.
In the other cases, the density is either too dense or too sparse, and these situations are assigned a
value of 0.

The forest growth status (C7) is expressed by the stand spatial advantage degree (Sd) [34], the
formula is:

Sd =

√
PUi=0 ×

Gmax/2
Gmax − G

(5)

Ui =
1
4

n

∑
j=1

kij, kij =

{
1, if neighbour j is smaller than reference tree i

0, othersize
(6)

where DBH dominance (Ui) [35] is the proportion of the four nearest neighbors of a given reference
tree that are smaller than the reference tree i, PUi=0 is the frequency of trees when these trees are larger
than their four nearest neighbors (Ui = 0), and Gmax is the potential maximum basal area of forest
and is defined as the product of the average basal area of 50% of the larger individuals in the stand
times the number of existing trees. G is the forest basal area. The stand spatial advantage degree (Sd)
is usually bounded between 0 and 1, the bigger, the better.

The climax species competition (C8) is described by the tree species dominance of climax or target
species [4,24], and the formula is:

Usp =
√

RBAg
(
1−Usp

)
(7)

RBAg = BAn/BAt × 100% (8)

where Usp is the mean dominance of tree species; Usp is bounded between (0, 1), the higher the value,
the more dominant the tree species is. BAn is the basal area the nth tree species, BAt is the total basal
area of forest, and RBAg is the relative basal area of tree species [32].

The forest regeneration (C9) is evaluated by the relevant regulations in the “Technical regulations
for inventory for forest management planning and design” (GB/T 26424-2010). The measurement of
the number of seedlings with height > 50 cm are used. If the seedling density is ≥2500 trees/ha, this
indicates that the forest is successfully naturally regenerated, and it is assigned a value of 1. If the
seedling density is <500 trees/ha, this indicates that natural regeneration is very poor or irregular, and
it is assigned a value of 0. If the seedling density is between 500 and 2500 trees/ha, this indicates that
the forest is poorly regenerated, and is assigned a value of 0.5.

The tree health (C10) refers to the percentage of healthy trees in the forest (no diseases, pests,
decayed, hollow, and so forth, and the tree trunk is straight). If the proportion of healthy trees is more
than 90%, the assigned value is 1. If the percentage is between (70%, 90%), it is assigned a value of 0.5.
If the proportion is less than or equals to 70%, it is assigned a value of 0.

2.3. Methodology

2.3.1. Radar Chart Method

For comparison purposes, the modified radar chart, which is widely used, was selected. The radar
chart consists of several equidistant concentric circles and the score of each concentric circle increases
gradually from the center of the circle (Figure 3a). N evaluation indices are represented by n radials
from the center of the circle; The assigned or calculated values of indices are marked on the index axis
and connected with the line segments successively, forming a closed polygon, which is the radar graph
of the evaluation object [10,11]. In qualitative analysis, the closer the index value to the center of the
circle of the index axis, the smaller the evaluated value is. The evaluation object is visually judged by
the overall shape. For quantitative analysis, the area vector in the radar graph should be extracted.
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The larger the area, the better the evaluation object is, and vice versa [9,11,12]. The calculation formula
is as follows:

Si =
n

∑
j=1

Sij (9)

Sij = (Ij1 Ij2sinθ)/2 (10)

where Si is the area of the closed graph in the radar chart of the ith real forest. The higher the value,
the better the stand state is. Sij is the area of the closed graph of the jth triangle, which can be obtained
by the cosine theorem; Ij1 and Ij2 are the values of the two adjacent indices constituting the jth triangle;
θ is the angle of the triangle formed by the two adjacent indices, and it is also the average size of n
equilateral angles in the radar graph, that is θ = 2π/n, where n is the number of indices.
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Figure 3. Radar plot (a), unit circle (b) and modified unit circle (c). C1–C10 are ten evaluation indices
of stand state respectively.

2.3.2. Unit Circle Method

The unit circle is divided into n sector areas, and the radius shared by each two adjacent sector
areas is used as the indicator line. The indices are sorted successively according to value and divided
into two categories: maximum value 1 and other values. Sorted index values are marked on the radius
of the unit circle plot respectively. The maximum value maintains the arc connection, while the other
adjacent indices are connected by line segments. The area of the closed graph is a reasonable estimate
of the real forest state (Figure 3b). When all index values of forest state are 1, the area of the closed
graph is the largest and is equal to the unit circle area, which can be regarded as the expectation value
of the optimal forest state. This expectation value is unrelated to the value or the nature of the index,
which is the π value rule of the optimal forest state. Therefore, the ratio between the actual stand state
and the optimal stand state values is the most appropriate measurement for the real stand state [1],
which is expressed by the formula:

Si =

{
Si1+Si2

π =
πm
n +∑n−m

i=1 S2i
π (m ≥ 2)

Si2
π = ∑n

i=1 S2i
π (0 ≤ m < 2)

(11)

S2i = (I1 I2sinθ)/2 (12)

where Si is the state value of the ith real forest; Si1 is the sum of sectorial area in the state diagram of
the ith real forest, Si2 is the sum of the triangle area obtained by the cosine theorem in the ith real forest
state graph, n is the number of indices (n ≥ 2), m is the number of indices whose values are equal to 1,
Ij1 and Ij2 are adjacent index values of triangle in closed graph, respectively; θ is the angle formed by
these two adjacent indices.
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2.3.3. New Method Based on Unit Circle

Theoretical Basis

According to the Leaky Bucket Theory and Liebig’s Law of the Minimum [22], a scientific
evaluation system should not only accurately describe the functional size of the evaluation object from
all aspects but also objectively reflect the inhomogeneity between the indices. In other words, a scientific
and reasonable evaluation method involves the unification of the functionality and inhomogeneity
of the evaluation system. As mentioned, each index axis represents a normalized index value that
is used to calculate the area of the closed graph [10,11]. Therefore, the ratio between the area of the
closed graph in the actual stand and the optimal expectation value π in the ideal stand is the most
appropriate measurement for the functionality of the real stand state [1]. According to isoperimetric
theorem (isoperimetric inequality) [36–38], in the closed geometric figure with the same perimeter (P),
the area of the circle (A) is the largest. Conversely, in geometric figure with the same area, the perimeter
of the circle is the smallest [36–38]. This can be expressed as follows:

4πA ≤ P2 (13)

where A stands for area and P is the perimeter of a closed geometric figure. When the closed graph has
a certain perimeter, the larger its area, the rounder it tends to be, the more equal the corresponding
sequence statistics are, and the more homogeneous the development of the evaluation object from
all aspects is [9,11] (Figure 4). Therefore, the arc length of the closed graph in the unit circle can be
used to assess the inhomogeneity of evaluation objects. Finally, a comprehensive evaluation model
was built based on the geometric mean method of the unique area and arc length to synthetically and
simultaneously analyze the functionality and inhomogeneity of the evaluation objects.
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Specific steps

In order to eliminate the influence of dimension and dimension units, normalization treatment
were carried out using the assignment method according to the biological significance of each index.
For example, according to the uniform angle index, the random (0.475 ≤ W ≤ 0.517), clumped
(W > 0.517), and regular (W < 0.475) horizontal distribution pattern were assigned the value 1, 0.5
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and 0, respectively. In some cases, the evaluation index is not always strictly isotropic. Therefore,
it was necessary to transform the negative index (Iij) to a positive index (I′ij) using the reciprocal
transformation method, I′ij = 1/Iij. After the above steps, all the evaluation indices were strictly
positive and their values were between 0 and 1; the larger the index value, the better the evaluation
objective is [1]. As such, the index vector vi = (vi1, vi2, . . . , vin) of the ith evaluated objective
was obtained.

The next step is graph drawing. This involves drawing a unit circle and dividing it into n equal
sector areas representing n indicators. The concentric circles are drawn successively with each index
value of the real forest as the radius, and the arcs corresponding to the equal sector are retained.
The arc and the adjacent two radii form the representative sectors of each index (index sector); the
radius shared by two adjacent sectors and the intersection point of their respective arcs are respectively
connected by a line segment to form a closed graph including the whole forest (Figure 3c).

Thirdly, the feature vector is extracted. Assume that αi represents the eigenvector of the ith
evaluation object; Si and Li represent the area and arc length of the closed graph for the ith evaluation
object, respectively, and sij and lij represent the area and arc length of the jth indicator sector in the
closed graph of the ith evaluation object, respectively. Thus, the eigenvector of the ith evaluation object
is αi = (Si, Li).

Si =
n

∑
j=1

sij =
n

∑
j=1

(
πv2

ij/n
)

(14)

Li =
n

∑
j=1

lij =
n

∑
j=1

(
2πvij/n

)
(15)

where vij is the jth index of the ith evaluation object; n is the number of evaluation indices and is also
the number of equilateral sector.

Next, the evaluation vector is constructed. Based on the characteristic vectors Si and Li of the ith
evaluation object, βi is the evaluation vector of the ith evaluation object, which is βi = (βi1, βi2) (i = 1,
2 . . . ).

βi1 = Si/Smax = Si/π (16)

βi2 = Si/
(

π(Li/2π)2
)
= 4πSi/L2

i (17)

When all indices equal to 1, all aspects of the forest state achieve the best condition. In this case,
the closed graph is the largest, and is identically equal to the area of the unit circle, Smax = π. It can be
considered the expectation value of the optimal forest state and can be regarded as the π value rule of
the optimal state of forest. This is similar to the results of Hui et al. [1], who first proposed the π value
rule of the optimal state in natural mixed forest. βi1, βi2∈(0, 1), where βi1 reflects the relative area size
of the closed figure in the unit circle for the ith estimated forest. The greater the value, the better the
forest state is. βi2 is the ratio between the area of the closed graph in the unit circle of the ith forest
state and the area of the circle with the same circumference, reflecting the inhomogeneity degree of
all indices regarding forest state. The greater the value, the more balanced the indices of the forest
state are.

In the fifth step, evaluation function is construct. The evaluation vector βi is a two-dimensional
vector, so the geometric mean method can be used to construct a comprehensive evaluation function Fi
that simultaneously considers both the functionality and inhomogeneity of the stand state, which is:

Fi= f (βi1, βi2 ) =
√

βi1βi2 (18)

where Fi is the comprehensive evaluation value of the stand state for the ith real forest. The higher the
Fi value, the better the overall stand state of the ith forest is.
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2.4. Data Analysis

Each index of forest state for the Q. aliena var. acuteserrata broad-leaved mixed forest in the
Xiaolong Mountains Forest Region of Gansu Province and the P. koraiensis broad-leaved mixed forest
in Jilin Province was calculated separately, and normalization and positive treatment of these indices
were carried out [1]. The normalized values of each index were marked in radar graph and unit
circle, and the characteristic statistics (area and circumference or arc length) of the closed graph were
extracted to quantitatively compare the effectiveness of different methods. Data processing and plot
drawing were performed using Excel 2016 and Visio 2013 (Microsoft Corporation, Washington, DC,
USA), Origin 2015 (OriginLab Corporation, Washington, DC, USA), and Adobe illustrator CS5 (Adobe,
California, CA, USA).

3. Results

3.1. Forest State Characteristics

The characteristics values of different natural forests show that the forest storey of the Q. aliena var.
acuteserrata broad-leaved mixed forest (i.e., stands (1) and (2) in Table 2) is 1.9, and its DBH distribution
is an inverted J shape, meeting the DBH distribution characteristics of a typical natural uneven-aged
mixed forest [24]. The number of regeneration seedlings with height >50 cm reached 8100 trees/ha
and 7480 trees/ha, respectively, indicating that the forest is successfully regenerated; but both were
relatively crowded. Stand (1) is randomly distributed and highly mixed, with good growth status for
the overall stand, obvious competition advantages of the climax tree species and a high proportion of
healthy trees. Stand (2) is a mixed forest with multiple dominant tree species and a uniform horizontal
distribution pattern; the tree species diversity, growth status, and competitive potential of dominant
species are relatively worse; and the proportion of healthy trees is relatively lower.

The P. koraiensis broad-leaved mixed forest (i.e., stands (3) and (4) in Table 2) are all randomly
distributed, and its DBH distribution is an inverted J shape. The proportion of healthy trees is over
90%; both are crowded and regenerated poorly. Stand (3) is a multi-storey mixed forest, with relatively
lower mixing degree, and the competitive potential of the climax tree species is not obvious. Stand
(4) is a mixed forest with multiple dominant tree species, and tree species diversity and competition
potential of the climax tree species are relatively higher but it has only 2 forest storeys.

3.2. Radar Plot Method

As illustrated in Figure 5, the radar diagram visualizes the relative values of 10 aspects of forest
state. Specifically, stand (1) is a well-regenerated, uneven aged forest and is randomly distributed
as a whole; most of the individuals are in good health but forest density is too dense. Stand (2) is a
well-regenerated, uneven aged forest with multiple dominant tree species. However, it has a uniform
horizontal distribution pattern with too dense individuals and 13.9% unhealthy trees. Compared
with stand (4), stand (3) only has two forest storeys and two dominant tree species with basal area
more than 10% but its regeneration is better than stand (4). Notably, the forest density of Q. aliena var.
acuteserrata broad-leaved mixed forest and the P. koraiensis broad-leaved mixed forest are too dense
(C6). Density is the key factor restricting the forest state, so measures must be adopted to solve the
problems. Overall, the radar map method can be used to compare the relative merits of different stands
from all aspects and shows strong performance but single index considerably influence the area of two
adjacent triangles and the whole closed figure area. For example, the forest density (C6) equals 0. As a
result, C5, C6 and C6, C7 cannot form effective triangles with the center of the circle, so the area of its
two adjacent triangles are both equal 0, directly affecting the total area of the closed graph in the radar
plot (Figure 5).
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Table 2. State characteristics of different natural forests (original value/normalized value).

Stand

Structure B1 Vigor B2

Vertical
Structure C1

Horizontal
Structure C2

DBH
Distribution
Structure C3

Tree Species
Diversity C4

Species
Composition

C5

Density C6
Growth

Status C7

Climax Species
Competition C8

Regeneration
C9

Tree Health
C10

(1) 1.9/0.5 0.492/1 Inverted J
shape/1 0.593 2/0.5 0.633/0 0.638 0.537 8100/1 96.5%/1

(2) 1.9/0.5 0.533/0 Inverted J
shape/1 0.584 3/1 0.554/0 0.562 0.401 7480/1 87.1%/0

(3) 2.2/0.5 0.499/1 Inverted J
shape/1 0.549 2/0.5 0.660/0 0.683 0.314 2300/0.5 90.9%/1

(4) 2.5/1 0.491/1 Inverted J
shape/1 0.625 3/1 0.643/0 0.688 0.484 720/0.5 92.9%/1

10 evaluation indices (C1–C10) were selected from the forest structure B1 and forest vigor B2.
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Figure 5. Radar plot of Q. aliena var. acuteserrata broad-leaved mixed forest (stands (1) and (2)) and P.
koraiensis broad-leaved mixed forest (stands (3) and (4)).

3.3. Unit Circle Method

As described in Figure 6, the relative states of the stands are clear and visualized based on the
unit circle method. Among them, stand (1) obtained the optimal value of 1 in terms of horizontal
structure, age structure, forest regeneration and tree health. This was followed by the growth status
and species diversity, with values of 0.584 and 0.562, respectively. The value of forest density is 0.
Stand (2) has an optimal DBH distribution structure, tree species composition and forest regeneration,
followed by higher tree species diversity and better growth status but the forest density and health are
deficiency. Stand (3) received the best value in terms of horizontal structure, age structure and forest
health, followed by the growth status and tree species diversity, which have higher value but the forest
density is too dense. Stand (4) is optimal in five aspects and has a good growth state and complex
tree species composition. Therefore, the unit circle method has a good performance for graphing the
states of single stand, and the relative values of each index are clear; the feature statistics (area and
perimeter) of the closed graph are relatively unique after each index is sorted. Each forest needs to
be graphed individually and the indices are not in the same order after ranking, so visual contrasts
between different forests are not obvious.

The value of a single index directly affects the value of statistic feature (i.e., area and perimeter).
For example, when forest density (C6) is equal to 0, the characteristic values of the two adjacent areas
are also 0, therefore, effective measurement values for the overall of forest state cannot be determined.
In other words, though the values of the forest density (C6) and its two adjacent areas are 0, the number
of the index (C6) and adjacent areas, whose value is equal to 0, are 1 and 2, respectively, they are not
equal in quantity, indicating that a single index has a greater impact on the overall evaluation results.
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koraiensis broad-leaved mixed forest (stands (3) and (4)).

3.4. New Method Based on the Unit Circle

According to the new method based on unit circle (Figure 7), in terms of forest structure, all four
natural forests demonstrate DBH distribution characteristics typical of uneven-aged forests, with stand
density being too dense. The horizontal pattern of stand (2) is uniformly distributed, obviously limiting
the forest healthy state. The remaining structural states of the four stands all appear adequate. In terms
of forest vitality, the proportion of healthy trees in stand (2) is small, and the remaining stands have
mostly healthy trees. The Q. aliena var. acuteserrata broad-leaved mixed forest successfully naturally
regenerated, and the P. koraiensis broad-leaved mixed forest poorly regenerated. The difference
between the two types of forests in terms of growth status and climax species competition is particularly
prominent. As a consequence, with the newly proposed unit circle method, a single index is represented
by an independent sector area whose area depends on the value of the index itself and reflects the
contribution of the index to the whole. The characteristic value of the formed closed graph (i.e., area
and arc length) and evaluation results are unique. The graph comprehensively captures the evaluation
index, and the evaluation result does not depend on the order and value of the indices, which facilitates
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a comparative study of different evaluation objects and satisfies the graphics presentation requirements
of multivariate comprehensive evaluations.Forests 2018, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW  14 of 19 
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3.5. Comparison of Evaluation Results Based on Different Methods

According to the comprehensive evaluation value based on the radar graph method and unit circle
methods (Table 3), the forest state ranking is consistent with previous research results [1]. It can be
seen from the area quantity of the new method based on the modified unit circle, that the functionality
evaluation results of the four forests are (1) 0.555, (2) 0.407, (3) 0.462 and (4) 0.635, which is consistent
with the research results of the first two methods. The inhomogeneity evaluation results are 1.211, 1.597,
1.263 and 1.192, respectively. Stand (2) is relatively inhomogeneous in all aspects, followed by stand (3).
Stand (4) had the biggest difference in terms of indices inhomogeneity. Based on the evaluation results
of these two factors, we determined that the comprehensive evaluation values of the four stands were
0.820, 0.806, 0.764 and 0.870, respectively. Thus, the advantages of stand (4) and stand (1) are obvious
in many aspects but their stand density is too dense, restricting the comprehensive and sustainable
development of forest. The forest densities of stands (4) and (1) should therefore be adjusted first
via forest management practices. Stands (2) and (3) are relatively inhomogeneous in all aspects but
their advantages are not obvious. Therefore, multiple management measures should be implemented
simultaneously to improve the production of the whole forest in all aspects. Notably, the synthetic
sorting results of the proposed method are inconsistent with those of the radar chart method or unit
circle method. Although each index in stand (3) is relatively larger, the inhomogeneity index of the
stand is only 1.263, much smaller than that of stand (2) (βi2 = 1.597). This produces the combined
evaluation results of 0.806 and 0.764, suggesting that stand (2) is in a better state than stand (3). These
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results indicate that the new method based on the unit circle more accurately reflects the differences
among evaluated objects and effectively avoids possible evaluation deviations and misjudgments.

Table 3. The comprehensive evaluation value of different forests.

Stand
Radar Plot Unit Circle New Method Based on Unit Circle

Si Rank Si Rank Si Li βi1 βi2 Fi Rank

(1) 1.402 2 1.614 2 1.743 4.252 0.555 1.211 0.820 2
(2) 0.527 4 1.180 4 1.278 3.171 0.407 1.597 0.806 3
(3) 1.086 3 1.326 3 1.450 3.799 0.462 1.263 0.764 4
(4) 1.565 1 1.860 1 1.994 4.585 0.635 1.192 0.870 1

In the ith evaluated forest, Si and Li are the area and arc length of the closed graph; βi1, βi2 are the functionality and
inhomogeneity evaluation values, and Fi is the comprehensive evaluation value.

4. Discussion

4.1. Compared with Statistics-Based Methods

A comprehensive evaluation is key for comparative and decision-making analyses. There are
many statistics-based methods, such as comprehensive index method [39], analytic hierarchy
process [40], fuzzy mathematics method [41,42], multiple criteria decision making approaches [43,44],
support vector machine [39,45], random forest [46], artificial neural networks [47], and Topsis
method [42]. These methods are of great importance to qualitatively or quantitatively evaluate forest
fire, forest sustainability, ecosystem management alternatives, and more. [39–47]. However, some
problems remain, such as the selection of the evaluation factors not being sufficiently comprehensive
and objective, and unreasonable comprehensive evaluation methods with subjective factors and
complex weight calculations lead to the evaluation results lacking comparability [39]. One of the
biggest problems is that conventional data presentation method lack intuitive and decision-making
visualization. Assessment information in the aforementioned studies was expressed by text or tables
featuring a single form and low visualization [6]. With the complexity and uncertainty of forestry
resources data (i.e., multidimensional, dynamic, multi-source, multi-scale, and spatial variable data),
these two factors lead to the phenomenon of data rich but information poor in forestry research [7].
Therefore, the graphical display of the evaluation information has become urgently required. The radar
map, unit circle, and improved unit circle methods are intuitive, greatly improving our understanding
and acceptability of the comprehensive evaluation information [7,40].

4.2. Compared with Geometry-Based Methods

Compared with text or tables, graphical displays are particularly suitable for concisely illustrating
data patterns, relationships and trends [10,48]. Simple graphs, such as bar chart, trend chart, and pie
chart, usually compare or present limited data. Complex multivariate data can be visualized by glyphs,
Andrews’ curves, Chernoff faces, and other such methods. [49]. Among them, the spie chart [10,50],
target plot [10,51], radar plot [10,16,48], and unit circle [1,5] intuitively graph multivariate data and are
therefore useful for providing understandable summaries of evaluation information.

Spie charts, consisting of two superimposed pie charts [10], are unique in using both angles and
radii (and as a result, area) to convey data. The spie chart was designed specifically for comparing
one partition to another [50], summarizing the overall performance of an evaluation object with a
global score [10]. A possible criticism of spie charts is that they are particularly dependent on the
relative importance attributed to the investigated categories [10]. It may be especially hard to estimate
the relative sizes of slices that have different angles, radii, and orientations [50] due to the fact that
estimating areas is much less precise than estimating lengths [52].

Target plots simultaneously display multiple performance indicators at the level of single
evaluation object [51]. Indicators of good performance are closer to the center, and indicators of poor
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performance are closer to the target periphery [10]. The score of each dimension permits immediate
interpretation; however, the target plots fail to distinguish categories (the “dots”) with values that are
approximate or superimposed [51].

As a form of radial graphing, radar plots are composed of radii that are projected from the graph
center, and the length of an individual radius corresponds to the measured value (Figure 5). These
values are usually connected to form an enclosed shape [10] and the sum of the formed triangle
area is taken as the measurement basis [13,14,17,39]. The radar plot is useful for the presentation of
multivariate data, especially in situations in which there are many independent variables, possibly with
different measurement scales. However, interpretation of the results strongly depends on the ordering
of the indices being displayed [10,48], so the graphical features extracted by areas and perimeters are
not unique [12], which can lead to misunderstanding and misjudgment.

In contrast, the unit circle method first sorts each index according to its value. The arc-shaped
connection is adopted among the maximum values, and the remaining indices are connected by line
segments. Secondly, the sector areas and triangle areas are summed as the total measurement values.
The total area of the closed graph is relatively unique, and the evaluation results objectively reflect
the forest state to some extent. Unfortunately, the ranking order of evaluation indices in different
forest types or different periods is not completely consistent (Figure 6), seriously limiting intuitive
comparison usefulness under different space-time conditions. The main difference between the unit
circle and radar map methods is that the expected value of the optimal stand state is independent of
forest types and index number or the description of the indices. At This point, the expected value is
equal to the area of the unit circle (π). Each index obtains the maximum value of 1 [1]. Both the radar
plots and unit circles emphasize the combined effect between two adjacent indices while ignoring the
independence of each index and its contribution to the overall function of stand. As a result, a missing
or small value of a single index significantly influence the total result.

Compared with the visual graphics mentioned above, our proposed method based on the unit
circle has many advantages. Each sector region independently represents a single evaluation index,
reflecting the contribution of each index to the overall evaluation result and avoiding the aggregated
or superimposed dots of target plots [51]. The area and arc length of each sector region are unique,
overcoming the possible non-uniqueness of statistic features found in the radar plots [10,17,48,53].
The four forests share the same index sequence in the modified unit circle, facilitating horizontal and
vertical comparison among different evaluation objects. The incomplete consistency of index order
that occurred in the unit circle method [1] was avoided. Every sector region has an equal central angle,
meaning that each index has the same relative importance weight. This contributes to estimating the
relative sizes of slices and summarizing the overall performance of an objective with a global score,
which is superior to the spie chart methods [10,50]. The proposed method evaluates the functionality
and inhomogeneity of the evaluation object simultaneously, whereas most previous studies only
focused on forest functionality [1,13,14,17,39]. Furthermore, our method meets the visual presentation
requirements of multilevel and overall evaluation results.

4.3. Implications for Decision-Making Regarding Forest Management

The newly proposed comprehensive evaluation method is a powerful tool for the diagnosis of
forest state problems and the decision-making of forest management. It is more efficient than the unit
circle method used in previous studies [1,5]. Concentric circles in the unit circle with values of 1.00,
0.50, and 0.25 represent the baseline of the best, average and worse stand state, respectively. A value
of any index less than 0.5 is considered as an unqualified index [5]. Therefore, according to the poor
indices of different forest states (mostly caused by management issues), management measures should
be prioritized to solve the main forest state problem [5]. For example, stand (1) is relatively healthy
and stable in most aspects but forest density is too dense (K = 0.633), being a restrictive factor on
the sustainable development of the stand. It is thus necessary to carry out cutting or pruning [54].
The inhomogeneity value of stand (2) is higher (βi2 = 1.597) than those of the other stands, suggesting
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that stand (2) is undergoing unbalanced development in some aspects of forest states. Specifically,
the trees in stand (2) are uniformly distributed and too dense, featuring weak competitive potential of
climax species and slightly fewer healthy trees. Management measures should thus be implemented
jointly to comprehensively improve the quality of the stand. These measures should simultaneously
include single-tree selection cutting [55] of unhealthy individuals, the adjustment of the competitive
environment of the climax tree species, and the regulation of horizontal tree distribution pattern and
forest density, simultaneously.

The majority of the forest state characteristics of stand (3) were similar to those of stand (4) but
they are both too dense and exhibit the weak competition potential of climax species, so priority
should be given to forest density regulation and the adjustment of the competitive microenvironment
of climax species. Hui et al. [5] explored natural forest management measure priorities based on the
unit circles of forest states and proposed 120 different natural forest management actions based on
stand state combinations. However, this method proposed management strategies targeted only at
functionality. The new proposed method clearly identifies the key factors affecting the forest states
according to the values of each index and the inhomogeneity among different indices. These results
have profound implications for management strategies, which are implemented following the aim of
comprehensively improving stand quality and effectively promoting the sustainable development of
the forest.

5. Conclusions

A novel forest state comprehensive evaluation method was proposed based on the isoperimetric
theorem (isoperimetric inequality), simultaneously highlighting the functionality of each evaluation
index and the inhomogeneity among different evaluation indices. The modified unit circle visualizes
the evaluation information. The areas and the arc lengths of each sector region are unique,
independently reflecting the contribution of each index to the overall result. Different evaluation
objectives share the same index sequence and equal central angles, facilitating comparative analysis
and summarizing the overall performance. This method is a powerful tool for the diagnosis of forest
state problems and for the decisions-making of forest management.
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